
HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2. 
 
            HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT 
 
DISTRICT :  KAMRUP. 
 
IN THE COURT OF CIVIL JUDGE NO 1 : KAMRUP :  GUWAHATI 

 
PRESENT  :  Shri J.K. Pramanik, AJS,  
   Civil Judge No. 1, 
                   Kamrup, Guwahati. 
 
                     Thursday, the   6th   day of  January, 2011 
 
                             TITLE SUIT 169 of 2008 
 
Sri Manik Deka.                    ……………….             Plaintiff (s)                                                                         
                                                                        
                              -Versus- 
 
1. Smti. Bina Deka, 
2. Sri Sarbeswar Deka, 
3. Sri Pancham Deka, 
4. Sri Laba Deka, 
5. Smti. Dulu Deka.               ………………         Defendant (s)  
 
 6. Sri Biren Kalita, 
 7. Sri Kanak Kalita, 
 8. Sri Sahadev Sarmah, 
 9. Sri Juna Sarmah, 
10. Sri Nagen Sarmah, 
11. Sri Pabitra Goswami.       ……………….     profoma defendant (s) 
 
 This suit coming on for final hearing on 20/11/2010 and 

18/12/2010 in the presence of  :-  

 
1. Shri A.R. Medhi  
2. Shri T. Roy,  …...       Advocates for the plaintiff (s).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 
                   -And- 
None appeared  for the defendant  
                                        

 And having stood for consideration to this day the Court 

delivered the following judgment :- 
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J U D G M E N T 
 

 
  This is a suit for declaration of share and partition.   

 

    Plaintiff’s case in brief is that the suit land described in the 

schedule A,B,C, D, E and F are the ancestral properties left by their 

deceased predecessor – in – interest Late Bakul Ch. Koch and after 

his death, the said property is inherited and possessed by their father 

as son. It is stated that the father of the plaintiff had two wives. The 

plaintiff is the son of the said first wife, while defendant No. 1 is the 

second wife of his deceased father and other defendants No. 2 to 5 

are his step brothers being the son of the said second wife (i.e. 

defendant No. 1) of their deceased father. It is further stated that the 

total ancestral property was land measuring 23 bighas 15 lechas 

situated in separate dags No. 94, 95, 194, 214, 210 of K.P. patta No. 

49 of village Salana of Mouza – Demona in the District of Kamrup, 

Assam and out of which 7 bigha 2 katha 10 lechas from dag No. 94 of 

patta No. 49 was sold by their deceased father in his life time in 

favour of proforma defendant and again their deceased father sold 

one bigha land in favour of late Kahgendra Nath Goswami from dag 

No. 94 K.P. Patta No. 49 and he took back 2 katha 10 lechas land 

from dag No. 95 of K.P. Patta No. 49 from said late Khagendra Nath 

Gowami in his life time.  

 

   From the total land near about 15 bighas 1 katha 15 

lechas covered by separate dags 94, 95, 194, 214, 210 of K.P. patta 

No. 49 of the said village, which remains in the name of joint family 

and to which the plaintiff and defendants have jointly succeeded and 

possessed since the death of their said predecessor – in – interest 

late Bakul Ch. Koach. Accordingly the plaintiff has been possessing 

half of the said property amicably in specific boundary. Accordingly 
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the plaintiff approached the defendants for partition of his share but 

the defendants refused and taking the advantage of the absence of 

the plaintiff who is compelled to reside outside due to his lively hood, 

the defendants illegally encroached and occupied the suit land and 

dispossessed the plaintiff from the suit land and thus the defendants 

tried to deprive him from his rightful claim. Hence the plaintiff filed this 

suit for share and partition. The cause of action for the suit arose on 

21/8/06, 06/0307, 08/08/07, 09/05/08 and subsequent thereto, on 

which dates the defendants denied to give the share to the plaintiff. 

Suit is valued at Rs. 3,00,000/- for the purpose of jurisdiction and suit 

value court fees and adveloram court fees are paid thereon 

accordingly.  

 

    While by filing written statement the answering 

defendants contested the suit by denying the truth of the allegation 

brought against them interalia, stated that the suit of the plaintiff is not 

maintainable as the plaintiff earlier obtained a judgment and decree 

dated 4/4/92 in T.S. 222/88 against the defendants, passed by the 

learned Munsiff, Kamrup at Guwahati on the same subject mater as 

that of the present suit. The plaintiff also filed T. Ex. Case No. 9/95 

arising out of said T.S. No. 222/88 but later on abandoned the said 

proceeding. The subject matter of the present suit has been decided 

in that previous suit. It is stated that there is no cause of action for the 

suit, the suit is barred by limitation. It is further stated that the plaintiff 

and defendants are separately residing on their respective property 

since long back. The plaintiff now can not claim any properties as 

claimed in the present suit in as much as the plaintiff abandoned/ 

gave up all his claim as far back as on 4/4/92 and thus the 

defendants denied the title, share and possession of the plaintiff over 

the suit land. Accordingly the plaintiff prayed for dismissal of the suit.  
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   While proforma defendant neither filed written statement 

nor contested the suit.   

 

       From the pleadings of the both sides, following issues 

have been framed:- 

 

1. Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form ? 

2. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit ? 

3. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to decree of partition in 

respect of the suit lands as per his proportionate 

share? 

4. Whether the plaintiff has equal share alongwith the 

defendants in the landed property of his deceased 

father i.e. the suit land as per Hindu Succession Act 

1955 ? 

5. Whether the plaintiff has right, title, interest over the 

suit land ? 

6. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree as prayed 

for ? 

 

    During trial, plaintiff filed evidence on affidavit of the 3 

P.W.s and exhibited some copies of documents to prove his case. 

While the defendants neither adduced any D.W.s nor appeared in the 

hearing to cross the P.W. or to adduce any evidence to prove their 

defence.  

 

DECISION WITH REASONS THEREON :- 

 

  I have gone through the evidence on record. Heard the 

argument of the learned lowers for the plaintiff.  Learned lawyer for 

the defendants could not be heard since did not turn up despite of 
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giving opportunities. Also perused the written arguments submitted by 

the learned lawyer for the plaintiff considering all aspect.  

 

       Now, let us decide this case in hand issue wise.  

 

Issue No. 2 :- 

 

   This issue relates to the cause of action for the suit. In the 

instant suit it is not disputed that the suit land belonged to late Bokul 

Ch. Koch, the predecessor – in – interest of the plaintiff and 

defendants and after his death, the father of the both sides inherited 

the same. It is also not denied or disputed that the father of the 

plaintiff as well as the defendants No. 2 to 5 had two wives including 

the mother of the plaintiff (first wife) and the (second wife ), defendant  

No. 1, mother of the defendants No. 2 to 5. Apart, the defendants 

also did not state that the suit land has been partitioned. What the 

defendants stated is that with respect to the suit land plaintiff filed 

T.S. 222/88 and got decree in his favour and on the basis of the 

judgment and decree the plaintiff filed T. Ex. Case No. 9/95 which 

was abandoned with his claim on 4/4/1984. But the defendants led no 

evidence or proof in support of their contention, as such.  

 

   While the claim of the plaintiff is that after the death of  

their father he along with the defendants, inherited the suit land and 

he has half and equal share over the suit property, he approached 

the defendant for share but the defendants refused. Plaintiff’s brother 

stated that he was possessing his land with specific boundary, but 

taking the advantage of his absence, as he was compelled to live out 

side for his lively hood, the defendants dispossessed him.  
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   In view of above, it is seen that the dispute between the 

parties as, such in my view, has given rise to the cause of action for 

the suit to the plaintiff. Hence I answer and decide the issue in 

affirmative.          

 

Issue No. 3 :-  

 

   This issue relates to the plaintiff’s entitlement to get 

decree or partition as per his proportionate share in the suit land. In 

this regard as stated herein above, in issue No. 2 it is admitted that 

the suit land originally belonged to the deceased father of the plaintiff 

and defendants No. 2 and 3 and the husband of the defendant No. 1 

(second wife), who is the mother of the defendants No. 2 to 3, as 

such, apparently the plaintiff is entitled to get his share equally over 

the schedule suit property along with the defendants unless contrary 

or other wise is proved by the defendants. In this respect, the plea of 

the defendants is that instant suit filed by the plaintiff is not 

maintainable and the plaintiff can not get any relief in this case, as on 

the same subject matter of the present suit, the plaintiff filed earlier 

T.S. No. 222/88, which was decreed on 4/4/92 in his favour by the 

learned Munsiff, Kamrup, Guwahati and in connection with the said 

case the plaintiff started Execution Case No. 9/95, but, later on he 

abandoned the said proceeding and, thus the plaintiff gave up and 

abandoned his all claim long back on 4/4/92 and hence the plaintiff 

does not have any right, share or possession over any portion of the 

land of the suit land. But the plaintiff led no evidence in support of this 

plea nor exhibited any documents regarding the aforesaid cases and 

the nature of dispute thereon. Moreover the evidence of the P.W.s in 

much as the Ext. 1 Jamabandi shows that the name of the plaintiff is 

mutated over the suit land along with the principal defendants after 

the death of late Bakul Ch. Koch. While Ext. 2 Revenue receipt also 
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proves that the plaintiff paid rent with respect to the suit land, which 

remained unchallenged by the defendants. Since the defendants 

neither cross-examined the P.W.s in this respect nor adduced any 

documents or oral evidence to rebut the evidence of the P.W.s and to 

substantiate their claim. It is the settled law that possession by one 

co-sharer is the possession of the other co-sharers, unless rebutted 

by legal evidence or adverse possession. In the present suit in hand 

defendants failed establish that the claim of the plaintiff is barred 

bylaw of adverse possession in much as Ext. 1, the certified copies of 

mutation in the name of the both parties along with their said father, 

which proves that the suit land is the joint family property of the both 

sides each having equal proportionate share therein.  

 

    Accordingly in my view plaintiff is entitled to get the equal 

proportionate share over the suit land, along with the defendants and 

entitled to get the decree of declaration of his share and partition as 

per law.  

 

   Accordingly, I answer this issue in affirmative and decide 

in favour of the plaintiff accordingly.  

 

 

Issue No. 5 :- 

 

   This issue relates to the point as to whether the plaintiff 

has right, title and interest over the suit land. In this respect,  as 

decided in issue No. 3 and 4, above, I am of the view that the plaintiff 

has equal proportionate right and share over the suit land.  This issue 

is answered and decided accordingly.  
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Issue No. 4 :-  

 

 

   This issue relates to the entitlement of the plaintiff equal 

share along with the defendants in the landed property of his 

deceased father i.e. the suit land as per provision of the Hindu 

Succession Act 1955. 

 

   In view of the discussion and decision of the foregoing 

issues, it is evident that suit property is the ancestral property left by 

his deceased father, which belongs to himself, his step mother 

defendant No. 1 and step brothers defendants No. 2 to 5 as joint 

family property, governed by the Hindu Succession Act, 1955. As 

such, as a legal heir Under Section 10 of the Hindu Succession Act 

1955, the plaintiff is entitled to equal proportionate share along with 

each and every co-sharers/ legal heirs/defendants, if not other wise 

barred by adverse possession. Ext. 1, copy of mutation shows that 

suit land is still joint property of the parties in much as the defendant 

also failed to disprove the claim of the plaintiff and prove their 

defence that the plaintiff is not entitled to get decree or share in the 

suit land and that the plaintiff abandoned his claim over  the suit land 

even after getting decree in T.S. 222/88 and Ex. Case No. 9/95, on 

the basis of the said decree which was abandoned afterwards. As 

such, the evidence of the plaintiff, stated herein above stands un -  

rebutted. Hence, in my view, Under Section 10 of the Hindu 

Succession Act, 1955, the plaintiff is entitled to get equal 

proportionate share along with the defendants by dividing suit 

property equally. Hence, I answer this issue in affirmative and decide 

in favour of the plaintiff.  
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Issue No. 1 :- 

 

 

   This issue relates to the maintainability of the suit. In view 

of the foregoing discussion of the above issues, it is evident that the 

suit property is the ancestral joint family property left by late Bakul 

Ch. Koch, the predecessor- in – interest of the parties and also 

recorded in pata in the joint names of the both sides vide Ext. 1. As 

such, plaintiff has also his equal proportionate share in the suit land 

as one of the legal heir/ co-sharer. But on demand for his share and 

partition, the defendants refused to give his share. Hence, the plaintiff 

has filed this suit for declaration of share, effecting partition and 

injunction etc. As such, under the facts and circumstances of the 

case, the suit is well maintainable, moreover when the defendants led 

no evidence against.  

 

   Accordingly I answer this issue in affirmative and decide 

in favour of the plaintiff.  

 

 

Issue No. 6 :- 

 

 

   This issue relates to the entitlement of the plaintiff to get 

decree as prayed for. In this respect, I am of the view that as the 

plaintiff has proved his case by legal evidence, discussed in the 

foregoing issues, the plaintiff is entitled to get the decree as prayed 

for. Hence I answer and decide this issue in affirmative in favour of 

the plaintiff accordingly.  
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                                               O R D E R  

 

   In the result, considering all aspects, the suit of the 

plaintiff is decreed on contest declaring that the plaintiff has right, title, 

interest, and equal proportionate share over the suit lands described 

in schedule ‘A’ to ‘E’ of the plaint along with the defendants. The suit 

of the plaintiff is also decreed for the recovery of the share of the 

plaintiff, if dispossessed and for appointment of the Circle Officer, 

Sonapur Revenue Circle to effect partition of the suit lands in metes 

and bound after measurement and to appropriate the respective 

equal share of each of the parties to the suit and for permanent 

injunction restraining the defendants from transferring, using, 

mortgaging the aforesaid suit land in any way till partition, as prayed 

for. Issue precept to the Circle Officer, Sonapur Circle, accordingly to 

effect partition.  

 

   Parties are left to bear their own cost.  

 

   Prepare preliminary decree accordingly. 

 

   Given under my hand and seal of this court, today the 6th 

day of January, 2011 at Guwahati.  

 

 

Dictated & corrected                                                Civil Judge No. 1,  
          By me                                                           Kamrup, Guwahati.  
 
 
 
Civil Judge No. 1,  
Kamrup, Guwahati.  
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IN THE COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE NO.1,KAMRUP,GUWAHATI. 
 
Present    :   Shri J.K. Pramanik, AJS,  
                 Civil Judge No. 1, 
                 Guwahati. 
 
Reference    :  Title Suit No. 169/08 
 
Plaintiff    :  Sri Manik Deka. 
   
       -Vs- 
 
Defendant    :  1. Smti. Bina Deka, 
        2. Sri Sarbeswar Deka, 
        3. Sri Pancham Deka, 
                                                 4. Sri Laba Deka, 
                                                 5. Smti. Dulu Deka. 
 
Proforma defendant     6. Sri Biren Kalita, 
                                                 7. Sri Kanak Kalita, 
                                                 8. Sri Sahadev Sarmah, 
                                                 9. Sri Juna Sarmah, 
                                               10. Sri Nagen Sarmah,  
                                       11. Sri Pabitra Goswami. 
 
 Appearance      :  Shri A.R. Medhi & Shri T. Roy, 
                                                    Advocate for the Plaintiff. 
 
                -AND- 
 
          Shri D. Baruah & Smti. G. Borgohain, 
                                                   Advocate for the defendant. 
 
Date of evidence             :  22/02/2010, 03/04/2010. 
                                                   13/05/2010 
 
Date of argument    :  18/12/2010 
 
Date of judgment     :  06/01/2010. 
 


